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Eros and Agape

Eros

• “falling in love”

• “bowled over”

• Butterflies

• Seeks pleasure in the
beloved

• Focuses on feelings

Agape

• Seeks the good of the
other

• Total

• Committed

• Unconditional

• Sacrificial





Our Love Is Forever

There’s nothing

I would rather do

Than live my life

In love with you….

The fun

That being with you brings,

Our memories

Made of little things,

The talks we have,

The jokes we share,

The hugs, the kisses

Here and there…

What better reason

Could there be

To spend forever – you with
me.

Happy Valentine’s Day
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You’re The One

You’re the one I love to
catch myself dreaming
about,

The one I love to talk things
over with,

The one I love to cuddle
next to until we are as close
as we can be…

I hope you’re as happy as you
make me feel,

Because you’re everything

I could ever hope for –

The one I love

With all my heart and soul.

Love Always

AmericanGreetings.com



Eros: Gift and Challenge

Gift

• In its purest form, erotic
love seeks to transcend a
person’s ordinary
experience, to be lifted
out of oneself and into
union with God.

• “My heart is restless Lord,
until it rests in you.” – St.
Augustine

Challenge

• Can become cut off from
the journey towards God;
can lead one to see the
other primarily as an object
of pleasure or an instrument
to achieve a feeling of
euphoria.

• Eros runs the risk of making
sexual expression simply
one more good to be
traded, sold, or acquired for
self-gratification (DCE #5).

Before "I Do"







This is my body, given up for
you.



Agape: The Other Side of Eros

• Eros is ascending love and agape is
descending.

• Eros seeks God, while agape “passes on
the gift received.” (DCE #7)

• In the ascending, eros begins to seek out
the other and actually begins to lose itself
in the other.

• Agape is descending love, one that leaves
itself to seek the good of the other.

Before "I Do"





The Paradox of Mature Love

• “Mature love is both giving and receiving,
ascending and descending, eros and
agape held in perfect balance.”

Before "I Do"
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